Queen’s University
Department of Psychiatry
GRAND ROUNDS

Friday, March 10, 2017

Hotel Dieu Hospital
Johnson 1 Auditorium
Telelinked to PC-MHS and KGH Burr 4 Conf. Room

12:00 – 1:00 pm  **Tarek K. Rajji, M.D., FRCPC**
Canada Research Chair in Neurostimulation for Cognitive Disorders
Chief, Geriatric Psychiatry Division - Centre for Addiction and Mental Health
Associate Professor of Psychiatry - University of Toronto

"Neurostimulation for Cognition in Alzheimer’s Disease and High Risk Populations"

These rounds are Royal College, Maintenance of Certification Accredited

Learning Objectives on reverse

**Upcoming Rounds:**
March 17 Rounds Cancelled due to March Break
Fri. March 24, 2017 at HDH
March 31 Rounds Cancelled due to Workshop

A light lunch provided prior to rounds
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Dr. T. Rajji: "Neurostimulation for Cognition in Alzheimer’s Disease and High Risk Populations"

Objectives:

1. To learn about role of prefrontal cortex in cognition in Alzheimer’s disease and high risk populations

2. To learn about a novel neurophysiological approach to assess plasticity in the prefrontal cortex in healthy individuals and persons with Alzheimer’s disease

3. To learn about neurostimulation approaches to enhance plasticity and prefrontal cortical in these populations

Department of Psychiatry Rounds are supported by education grants from the following companies:

Janssen, Inc.
Lundbeck
Otsuka
Sunovion
Pfizer
Shire

Thank you for your continued support!